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Abbreviated Stanford Achievement Test (ASAT)
California Achievement Test (CAT)
  M Mathematics Concepts and
  Applications
    M Total Mathematics
    V Reading Comprehension
    V Vocabulary
    V Total Reading
    C Science
    C Social Studies
    C Total Battery
Cognitive Abilities Test (CogAT)
  M Quantitative Battery
  M Relationship Concepts
  V Verbal Battery
  V Verbal Reasoning
  C Composite
Cognitive Skills Inventory (CSI)
Comprehensive Testing Program 4 (published by ERB)
  M Quantitative Reasoning
  M Total Mathematics
  V Verbal Reasoning
  V Vocabulary
  V Reading Comprehension
  V Total Reading
Terra Nova Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills (CTBS)
  M Mathematics Problem Solving and Concepts
  M Total Mathematics
  V Vocabulary
  V Total Reading
  C Science
  C Social Studies
Degrees of Reading Power (DRP)
Developing Cognitive Abilities (DCAT)
Keymath – A Diagnostic Inventory of Essential Mathematics
Differential Aptitude Tests (DAT)
  M Numerical Reasoning
  V Verbal Reasoning
  C Abstract Reasoning
  C Space Relations
Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests

GOAL
  M Mathematics
  V English
  C Science
Henmon-Nelson Tests of Mental Ability
Independent School Entrance Examination (ISEE)
  (Independent school norms of 80 or higher are acceptable)
  M Quantitative Reasoning
  V Verbal Reasoning
  V Reading Comprehension
Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (ITBS)
  M Mathematics Concepts
  M Mathematics Problem Solving
  M Mathematics Total
  V Reading Comprehension
  V Vocabulary
  V Reading Total
  C Science
  C Social Studies
  C Complete Battery
  C Core Battery
Iowa Silent Reading Tests
InView
  M Quantitative Reasoning
  V Verbal Reasoning
Kauffman Test of Educational Achievement
  M Mathematics Concepts and Applications
    M Mathematics Composite
    V Reading Comprehension
    V Reading Composite
    C Comprehensive Achievement Composite
Kuhlman-Anderson Tests
  M Mathematical Reasoning
  M Quantitative Total
  V Reading Comprehension
  C Vocabulary
  V Verbal Total
  C Total
Metropolitan Achievement Test (MAT)
   M Mathematics Concepts
   M Mathematics Problem-solving
   M Total Mathematics
   V Reading Comprehension
   V Vocabulary
   V Total Reading
   C Science
   C Social Studies
   C Total Complete Battery
   C Core Battery

National Achievement Test (Philippines)
National Test of Basic Skills (NTB)
Nelson-Denny Reading Test
   V Reading Comprehension
   V Vocabulary
NWEA (Northwest Evaluation Association)
   Measures of Academic Progress
Otis-Lennon School Ability Test (OLSAT)
   Verbal Comprehension
   Verbal Reasoning
   Quantitative Reasoning
Piaget Individual Aptitude Test (PIAT)
Ravens Progressive Matrices
Ross Test of Higher Cognitive Abilities
Survey of Basic Skills (SBS)

STS Educational Development Series (ED Series)
   M Mathematics
   M Quantitative Skills
   V Verbal Skills
   V Reading
   C Social Studies
   C Science
   C Complete Battery
   C Core Achievement Battery

Screening Assessment for Gifted Elementary Students (SAGES-2)
   V Reasoning
Secondary School Admission Test (SSAT)
   M Quantitative
   V Reading Comprehension
   V Verbal
   C Total

Sequential Test of Educational Progress (STEP)
   M Mathematics
   V Reading Comprehension
   C Science
   C Social Studies

SRA Achievement Series
Student Learning Objectives (SLO)
Stanford Diagnostic Math Test

Stanford Achievement Test
   M Problem Solving
   M Total Mathematics
   V Reading Comprehension
   V Reading Vocabulary
   V Total Reading
   C Science
   C Social Science
   C Complete Skills
   C Total Battery
   C Basic Battery

Terra Nova
   M Math
   M Math Composite
   V Reading
   V Reading Composite
   V Vocabulary
   C Science
   C Social Studies
   C Total Score

Test of Cognitive Skills
   V Verbal Reasoning
   C Sequences
   C Analogies

Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC)
Woodcock - Johnson Tests of Cognitive Abilities
Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests
   V Reading Comprehension
   V Total Reading

World Class Tests